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1 What is this report about?
1.1

This report

1.3	Community Consultation

•

This report has been compiled for use by Kogarah

Members of the public have contributed at public

the nature and family friendly environment/ the park is

do not over-commercialise the park/ keep it natural/

City Council and in response to their brief of June

forums, interviews, and via email and letters. The following

not over commercialised/ it is a low key, natural area/

the amount of litter in the water/ don’t do anything

2010. The brief also defines the extent of the site under

is a summary of the forums and their outcomes.

natural bush setting/ accessibility/ open spaces – kids

(except remove the she-oaks and the fences around

can run about and play games/ Ron is a legend and

the swim area)/ detracting hoons doing donuts

protects natural interests (sic)

at the park entry/ preserving current status, not

consideration, as shown in the figure on page 4.

Issue Identification Session, 2.30 – 6.00pm,

The general intention of the document is to guide

22 September, 2010

development, maintenance and management of

The meeting was held in the Surf Life Saving Clubhouse

the park over approximately the next twenty years.
It should be read in conjunction with other council
documents, including:
•
•

Carss Bush Park Plan of Management 2004
Draft Landscape Heritage Study for Carss Bush
Park (including Todd Park), 2002.

The adoption of this report by council will represent a
general endorsement of the proposals contained within
it, but not a specific commitment to implement the

can’t walk barefoot/ they’re horrible trees – no they’re

management, renewal, preservation.

displayed on the walls of the room. The drawings were

not!/ I like the idea of removing the horrible fence

Following this issue-identification process, a preferred

focussing on present conditions, making observations

around the swim area/ idiots speeding and burn-outs

about the uses, the character, and the condition of

at entry/ the ugly fencing around the baths/ blocking

the park and its infrastructure generally. There was no

the side access to the beach/people hogging gazebos/

attempt to offer a developed design proposal, but

the park ranger – no flexibility. Does a great job, but

one sheet did indicate some preliminary statements of

who is servicing who?/ the manicured Lomandras in

principle with regard to possible improvements.

the car park at Todd Park and elsewhere – why?/ better
access to public toilets, improved amenities needed/

of funds from year to year and as discussed in the

formal presentation, but rather a continuous series of

relevant sections.

conversations and interchange. The mood was friendly,

dirty beach/ ethnic enclave domination at times.
•

people were positive and constructive, and it was
very clear that there is a strong sense of community
ownership projected on to the park. Attendees

upgraded/ the barbecues were removed, they are
hurting the earth/ remove the fences/ re-opened baths

presented back reasonably soon for further comment..

from council reports, published material, from site
observations, and from discussions with council
personnel and members of the community (refer
bibliography).

they replaced the pontoons in the centre of the pool
the distance/ the playground and leisure areas were

consideration and that design proposals would be

Information about the park and its context has come

I’ve always thought it would be good idea if ...

so that swimmers can be more confident at making

were assured that their inputs would receive proper

Information sources

replacement of old trees in decline, ensure natives

during the time and drawings and photographs were

different times during the afternoon. There was no

1.2

over-commercialising, not permit over-crowding/
installed/ there is no holistic approach to whole park

will proceed in a manner determined by the availability

of our knowledge, original unless otherwise noted.

What concerns me about the park’s future is ...

litterbugs with no respect/ the she-oaks and bindiis –

Approximately 35 people attended the session at

Partners, Landscape Architects. Ideas are, to the best

What I’ve always hated about the park is ...

•

on site. Two members of the team were available

capital works in a particular time frame. Implementation

This report has been written by Paul Knox of Knox +

•

The thing I really like about Carss Park is ...

access from the sides and not just the beach/ beach
care method devised to keep litter and seaweed free/

One large sheet of paper mounted on the wall was

we brought back the pontoon/ we could have a path

in the form of a static display, SWOT-style analysis

that allowed for cyclists and walkers/ cyclist access

(Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Threats),

from Todd through to Carwar Avenue/ gymnastic bars

where attendees could use their own words to

outside, stretching equipment near gym car park.

plan was prepared. This was used as the central set
of information on a brochure produced and circulated
by council. The brochure advertised a second public
meeting, at which the proposal was presented and
discussed in detail. In summary, the outcomes of that
meeting were as follows.
Second Public Meeting and Presentation of Plan
The second public consultation session was held on
Wednesday, 16 March, between 4 pm and 7 pm. A
display of drawings and plans was mounted on the
walls of the Surf Life Saving Clubhouse and, as in the
first meeting, people arrived at different times and
generally engaged in discussion with the consultants
about the proposals. Approximately 25 people
attended during the afternoon.
Issues raised included the following.
Resident ranger
Several attendees were concerned at the possibility of

complete a number of sentences. Responses were

there being no resident ranger in the future. They felt

received as follows (recorded here ver batim):

that there would be an increase in vandalism and poor
behaviour generally, and that standards of maintenance
would drop.
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1 What is this report about?

ILLUSTRATION 1
The site in its Kogarah Bay context
– with study site marked in red
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1 What is this report about?

Heritage

Written communication

[Top]

There was concern that the Kogarah Bay Historical

Seven letters and/or emails have been received from

Consultation participants

Society and their collection would be moved from

the public since the first community consultation

Carss Cottage and that unsympathetic changes to

session. The comments within have been considered

the fabric and use of the building may occur. One

and the documents themselves have been filed in

participant also raised the issue that future changes

the council records. In summary, these pieces of

to the park in general need to be in sympathy with the

correspondence raised the following issues.

[Centre]

heritage values of the park.

•

Local people valued the

expressed concern about

Concern at the consequences of the

•

It was stated that there would be conflict between

it conserved.

Some in favour of, others opposed to bicycle riding
in the park

cyclists and pedestrians if shared use of paths

[Bottom]

occurred. The most critical area was said to be the path

•

Opposition to providing for fishing

immediately behind the beach.

•

Opposition to any increase in car parking

There were questions put about the possibility that the

•

No more toilets

•

The desirability of replenishing the tree population

Sea Scouts building may be demolished, and to what
use the site might be put.

Frustration was expressed
at certain restrictions on use
– in particular, bike riding.

of the park

Some attendees questioned, and others supported,

•

the concept of de-centralising the barbecue facilities.

The need to remove the power pole near the
arched pavilion

One person felt that the existing toilet block above

•

Carss’ grave should be kept. The same person also

Opposition to the proposal to screen the café
service area

expressed concern that the café proprietors were going
to extend forward and alienate that section of the park.

of the park.

bush and wanted to see

discontinuation of the on-site ranger’s position

Particular uses and sites within the park

‘over-commercialisation’

•

Support for the “re-naturalising” of the creek
and foreshore

A number of people felt that it was a high priority to
carry out works around the cottage peninsula, where
seats and paths are particularly degraded.

Personal communication
In addition to these public explanations of the

One person said that, if the pool fence was to be

proposals, interviews have been conducted by

removed around the baths, the wall as shown in the

telephone and face to face with the following people.

photo montage should be slightly higher.

•

Finally, one attendee felt that the quantity of angle

Carss Park Café and Grill – Anne Mitchell,
Peter Sarich and Angus Crane

parking suggested along the cul-de-sac section of
Carwar Road was over-stated.

•

Kogarah Historical Society – Ms Gill Whan

•

Kogarah Bay Residents Association – Jeff Powys

•

First Kogarah Bay Sea Scouts – Claire Ratcliffe

•

Kogarah War Memorial Olympic Swimming Pool
– Dick Caine
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1 What is this report about?

•

Carss Park Playgroup – Paula Coughlan

•

Carss Park Football Club – Jason Hunt

•

Hurstville ZSC (Soccer Club) – Anthony Zdilar

•

St George Rugby Union – Richard Coulthard

•

Georges River/St George District Cricket Club
– Janelle Carew

The main occasions of plan refinement have been

The photo-realistic illustration included was done by

following the two public meetings.

David Duloy of Haycraft Duloy.

The report has been submitted to council personnel

In addition to these team members, contributions are

for comment and review as a preliminary draft

gratefully acknowledged from Dr Kerrylee Rogers of

(20 December 2010), and as a final draft on

the Department of Environment, Climate Change and

18 April 2011.

Water, and Dr Swapan Paul of Sydney Olympic Park
Authority. Both these people gave direction about

1.5	Consultant
Contributions

•

NSW Churches Cricket Union – Graham Fleming

•

Kogarah Bay Radio Yacht Club – Allen Roberts

•

Bob Harrington

•

Peter Edwards

come from:

•

Faye Keech

•

•

Susan Liley

•

Tania Green

•

Gus Aranega

•

Nick Kapetanellis

primary authors of this report. Other contributions have

Cardno – advice on civil engineering issues
generally, and stormwater drainage in particular
(David Pitronaci)
Cardno Lawson Treloar – advice on sea level

•

change, acid sulphate soils, shoreline alterations,
siltation and management of the conditions in the
baths (Sean Garber)
•

Landscape Matrix – advice on tree management

organisations use the park, and making comments
about the adequacy of the facilities. A number of these
people or others from their organisations also attended
the public meetings and their inputs there have been
included in the comments above.

1.4	Process

mangroves in parts of the foreshore of the park.

Knox + Partners Landscape Architects have been the

In general, these interviews involved the representative
people passing on information about the way their

assessing the feasibility of establishing salt marsh and

(Guy Parossien).
Advice from these contributors has been of a high level,
general nature, as appropriate for a master plan. It has
sought to establish general feasibility of ideas, and
processes of further examination and design necessary
before commitments are made to construct. This
advice is based on the knowledge of the experienced

The consultant team has visited the site approximately

professionals who gave it, supported by limited further

15 times during the preparation of the study and

enquiry. It is not concept design nor is it absolutely

has undertaken various research tasks and design

conclusive research.

development exercises. Developing ideas have
been discussed with council personnel and
continually reviewed.
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2 Carss Bush Park as it is now
2.1

GENERAL

2.2

CURRENT CONDITIONS

Carss Bush Park is a beautiful place, a very well used

The current conditions within Carss Bush Park are

recreational and environmental resource, and very

shown in detail on the following diagrams (these are

fondly regarded – although not completely uncritically

the diagrams that were displayed at the initial public

– by all the people consulted in the course of this

consultation session on 22 September 2010) titled:

study. Further, its general appearance is of a well

•

Survey

•

What’s there?

is a significant danger in over use of the park and

•

What goes on?

the adjacent bushland, and slow moving changes,

•

What’s it feel like?

•

Memorable landscape

•

Opportunities and principles.

maintained place.
Many people expressed concern, however, that there

generally deleterious, can be observed on closer
consideration. These include weed infestation of the
bush, deterioration in the mature trees, degrading
water quality in the baths, and barren land areas
affected (apparently) by salt spray and occasional
salt water inundation.
The heritage values of the park are thoroughly
catalogued and explained in the Draft Landscape
Heritage Study for Carss Park, 2002. Their inclusion in
the park’s future is unchallenged, but there are cases
where positive action is needed to both the fabric and
to the use and management, to support and conserve
these values. Such actions are explained in the
proposals below.

ILLUSTRATION 2
[Right]
Survey (Kogarah Council)
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2 Carss Bush Park as it is now

WHAT’S THERE?

WHAT GOES ON THERE?

ILLUSTRATION 3
[Top left]
What’s there?
(From the September community
consultation session)
ILLUSTRATION 4
[Top right]
What goes on there?
(From the September community
consultation session)
The cafe is a focal point of activity.

8

The baths, and the promenades around two sides,

There is one location only for barbecues

Carss Cottage is a highlight of the park and

have been the traditional focus of the park.

– for various reasons, including fire danger.

houses a collection of historical material.
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2 Carss Bush Park as it is now

WHAT DOES IT FEEL LIKE?

MEMORABLE LANDSCAPE

ILLUSTRATION 5
[Top left]
What’s it feel like?
(From the September
community consultation
session)
ILLUSTRATION 6
[Top right]
Memorable landscape
(From the September
community consultation
The valley to the west is pleasant but lacks

There are areas in the park that feel bleak

There is beautiful coastal/estuarine

Much of the park furniture and infrastructure

a sense of enclosure and spatial definition.

and exposed.

scenery, especially around the beach

such as the toilet block and the playground is

and cottage headland.

old and degraded.

Some habitat trees pose a safety threat.
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2 Carss Bush Park as it is now

2.4 Opportunities and
principles

The watercourse to the south-west

The junction of bush and park

There is an environmental imperative to improve

One reason for the deterioration of the bush on the hill

account of the nature of its surrounding land uses

Arising from the existing conditions, and from a

the quality of the water which discharges from this

to the north-west is that the developed areas of the

and likely changes in the immediate environment.

consideration of the park’s context, a number or

watercourse into Kogarah Bay. This could be achieved

park are a source of weeds which invade the more

opportunities are apparent.

through giving the channel back something of the

natural areas. There is an opportunity to reverse this

quality of a natural coastal creek, enriching recreational

tendency and let the bush “colonise” the park, along

Any place on the coast will be affected by rising sea

Carss cottage

possibilities as well as cleaning the storm water.

this important edge.

levels. Kogarah Council has adopted the position

The cottage has a Permanent Conservation Order and

that sea levels will rise by 40cm by 2050, and 90cm

is the focus for the Kogarah Bay Historical Society,

Barbecue area

Clear, dual-use paths

by 2100, in accordance with the NSW Sea Level Rise

holding a collection of items relevant to the park and

The area beside the canal is a potentially beautiful

A clear main path, wide enough for pedestrians and

Policy Statement, October, 2009.

the locality in general. The building has great scenic

section of the park, but is given an unnecessarily

cyclists – with appropriate signage and demarcation

utilitarian character by the regimented barbecues and

– would create a pleasant longer-range recreation and

the unshaded, low quality furniture. Opportunities include

exercise route and would unite the disparate parts of

new furniture, new barbecues, tree planting, a new toilet

the park.

2.3 	Context
The planning of Carss Bush Park needs to take

Climate change

The Olympic pool

quality, evidenced by its frequent use as a backdrop
for wedding photographs and it is pleasant and

The lease on the pool expires in 2012. There is

educational for school groups and the like who visit.

also anecdotal evidence that the pool structure is

Its immediate precinct could, however, be improved

deteriorating. Any major change to the pool or the land

so that more of its potential could be realised. Such

on which it and its supporting infrastructure sit, could

things as providing a space in the garden for temporary

affect the circulation patterns and the spatial qualities
of the adjacent areas of the park.
Increasing population

and washing facility and improving the canal edge.

The valley picnic area

The slope up towards Beach Street

Some more cooking and shelter facilities and re-

marquees to accommodate functions, improvement

A small number of remnant native trees could form the

vegetation based on existing forest remnant/habitat

of the outside toilet facilities to support such functions,

genesis of a regenerated patch of native woodland,

trees to create a slightly greater sense of enclosure,

lighting and fencing could be considered. If functions

providing shade, habitat, screening to neighbours and

would allow better use of the area.

were to raise money, this could be used to provide

enhanced biodiversity.

Kogarah Council is required by the New South

more resources for display and curation of the

Wales government’s Metropolitan Strategy to provide

collection and extended hours of opening.

The playground

The Carwar Street cul-de-sac

The central location and proximity to coffee and toilets

This street entry to the park is pleasant, as the road

make this a good location for a playground, but the

The surrounds of the baths

follows the ridge line towards the cottage. This can

equipment and furnishings should be much more

so there will be between five and six thousand new

The pool fence is visually poor and seems an

be maintained, but in concert with creating a simpler

engaging and exciting. The existing toilet block is

residents, many without private gardens, in need

unimaginative response to a perceived danger. The

parking layout and better park edge conditions,

difficult to access and an unpleasant presence in this

of public open space and putting, therefore, more

paths surrounding the baths, especially to the east,

particularly back to the western end near the Surf Life

space. With the provision of toilets in the café building,

pressure on Carss Bush Park.

are too narrow. The fence could be removed if the

Saving Club house.

the old block could be removed.

Sandstone heritage

Western carpark

Especially towards the Carwar Street entry, the

This is a good location for a carpark, but it occupies a

an additional 2,500 dwellings by 2030. The great
majority of these dwellings will be apartments, and

Kogarah Bay recreation opportunities
There are several large public open spaces on the
shores of Kogarah Bay, in addition to Carss Bush
Park. If land or water based connections can be
made between them it will increase and enhance the
recreational opportunities for people in the area greatly.

concerns of risk management can be addressed and
the path could be simply widened.
South-western side of the baths

sandstone construction of various park elements gives

lot of space for the parking yield it provides. It could be

This area is degraded and relatively under-used. There

a strong sense of character and connection to the

made more efficient.

is an opportunity to make it a very active water’s

early development of the park. This theme should be

edge promenade with a different and complementary

extended further into the park.

character to the other two sides of the baths, and to the
park in general.
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2 Carss Bush Park as it is now

2.5

MANAGEMENT

Carss Bush Park is unusual in that it has a resident park
manager. For such a heavily used park this is a highly
desirable situation, in that it ensures a high level of
surveillance of the park, and a consequent reduction
in vandalism and misuse generally.
The presence on site of the ranger also appears to
bring a heightened level of pride in maintenance of
the facilities and grounds.
These positive aspects were reflected in many of the
comments made in community consultation.
Some comments did, however, suggest that the
management was too restrictive of certain activities.
In particular, people expressed frustration at not being
allowed to ride bikes in the park, or to use barbecues in
areas other than the one designated. While reasons are
given for these restrictions – danger to pedestrians in
dual use of the paths, and danger of wild fire escaping
to the forested hill to the north – the frustration remains.
It was also felt that the profusion of prohibitive signs
detracted from the park’s relaxed atmosphere.

OPPORTUNITIES AND PRINCIPLES

ILLUSTRATION 7
Opportunities and principles
(From the September community
consultation session)
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2 Carss Bush Park as it is now

TABLE 1: Issues, Strategies and Actions
ISSUE

OBJECTIVE

STRATEGY

DESIGN ACTION

Regional Context

Promote and develop the park as a
component of a network of cultural and
natural landscape resources.

• Enhance biodiversity.

• Re‐naturalising some of the foreshore of Kogarah Bay.

• Protect and promote heritage values.

• Pathways to other open space around the bay.

• Plan for regional routes that include
the park.

• Connections to the water.
• Signage and interpretation.
• Protection and expansion of the bushland and estuarine
areas and habitats.

Appropriate Uses

Provide for a sustainable range of
appropriate uses for the park.

• Provide flexible, ‘loose fit’ quality to
design of spaces and facilities.

• More permissive management style.

• Safeguard the park’s value as a local
open space.

• A range of loosely defined but discrete picnic areas.

• Diversified play opportunities.

• Dispersed facilities.
• Improve access to/water quality of the baths.
• Facilities for a wider range of ages and mobility.
• Income generating uses.

Environmental
Sustainability

12

Minimise the use of nonrenewable
resources in the development and
operation of the park.

l

• Encourage walking and cycling to
and within the park.

• Stormwater collection, cleaning and re use.

• Minimise the use of potable water
and energy.

• Sustainable design of new toilet block.

• Select materials from renewable
sources.

• Low energy lighting.

Kogarah City Council

l

Carss Bush Park

• Low water use planting selections.

• Solar generation.
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3 How much should the park change, how much should it stay as it is?
3.1

ISSUES

In considering a possible future for the park in the first

3.2 Objectives, Strategies
and Design Actions

part of the twenty-first century, the items for thought and

For each of the three issues above, the table on the left

evaluation have been grouped under three headings:

indicates a generalised objective, strategies to achieve
that objective, and design actions to change the park in

•

Regional Context

•

Sustainability

•

Environmental sustainability.

some way accordingly.
These design actions will all be found in the final
plan of the park and all are allocated to sub-projects,
with budgets.

Regional context. Carss Bush Park is a prominent
piece of the open space, biodiversity and heritage
resources of this part of Sydney. It is prominent
in Kogarah Bay and is tantalisingly close to being
connected to other open space around the bay to
the north and south.
Appropriate uses. The park is and will increasingly
be under high usage demand, which threatens many
of the qualities for which it is currently valued. It was
also a frequently expressed wish in the community
consultation sessions that the park should not become
‘over commercialised’, or appropriated by particular
interest or cultural groups.
Environmental sustainability. In the context of
climate change, increasing population and diminishing
resources, the need for sustainability in development
and management practices is unquestioned.
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4 What the park might feel like in, say, 20 years time?
Illustration 8
Master Plan
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4 What the park might feel like in, say, 20 years time?

4.1 Overall ambition
for the park

5

Carss Bush Park will:
•

Retain its place as a pre-eminent waterside open

7

playground re-equipped with modern gear,

Provide a diverse range of recreation opportunities

including associated ‘adult’ gym equipment,

First aid station. First floor residence removed and

boardwalk.

Entry mezzanine terrace. Platform at a level

18 New toilet and washing facility. Modern clean and

integrate the uses of both, to provide a pedestrian-

and plant more. Porous pavement in part or whole.
Storm water quality. Treatment to remove gross
and fine pollutants in the storm water entering the
park (and Kogarah Bay) from the west.
South-western boundary planting. Establish

partly demolished, rocky foreshore with mangroves,
Paddling access to water, ‘canoe harbour’ and

between the forested hill and the park proper, to

efficiency and higher capacity. Retain best trees

17 Creek and foreshore ‘re-naturalised’. Sea wall
possible saltmarsh and sandy areas substituted.

improve views over and around the building.

Western car park. Layout adjusted for greater

only park entrance, and to create an enlarged

green building to service the south-western parts
of the park.

away from the boundary lines. Planting to follow the
theme of expanding locally indigenous occurrence
on site.

terrace associated with the life saving pavilion.
10 Beach promenade. Path along the beach and the

natural values of the hill by actions including,

eastern side of the baths widened to three metres,

•

redress weed infestation

line of Norfolk Island pines retained and extended.

•

extend indigenous genetic plant material into
the park

11 Entry road – Carwar Avenue. Existing alignment
retained, but with 90 degree parking added to the
western side – to increase capacity and to improve
amenity of pedestrian spaces associated.

Western approach/valley path. Direct approach to
the central park areas, 2.5m wide and marked for
dual use (pedestrian and cycle). Divides the valley
into larger picnic spaces to the north, and smaller
spaces to the south, towards the residences.

VIEW B – KOGARAH BAY EDGE, EAST

19 Active conservation of the bush. Support the

New seating, showers and lighting.

semi-transparent planting to push used park areas

VIEW A – ENTRY MEZZANINE LEVEL

promenade/pier with pavilions, lighting and furniture.

to enhance heritage qualities of the park and to

9

a ‘dophin-style’ seating pod, to serve, among other

under-used area converted to a broad paved

heritage first aid station retained and re-roofed –

Spaces

degraded sea wall, remove the fence and create

16 Baths promenade west. Currently degraded and

multi-level connection to northern slopes, and

8

maintain quality of baths for swimming. Re-build

things as a swimming destination.

central ‘iconic’ play item at intersection of paths.

Be managed in such a way as to support its

4.2

4

Re-modelled central playground. Existing

space development

and bush.
15 Baths. Develop action plan to improve and

Demonstrate leading practices with regard to

of over-use.

3

Café/restaurant. Covered area in front – generally

accommodates relocated maintenance equipment.

popularity while avoiding the negative impacts

2

craft. Also provides great views back to the park

playground. Screened service area to the east also

space setting

1

14 Jetty. Suitable for fishing and for docking small

Value and maintain appropriately its heritage fabric

in a loose-fit, lightly structured passive open

•

degrading the area. New lighting and furniture.

interface between the kiosk servery and

climate change, biodiversity and foreshore open

•

define more-or-less discrete picnic spaces. Higher

on existing pavement – plus a more structured

foreshore reserves

•

arrangement to deal with storm surges and spray

Pavilions and cooking facilities provided.
6

body and its recreational uses, and to other

13 Kogarah Bay edge, east. New path and planting

areas based around existing indigenous trees,
use areas excluded from under habitat trees.

space on Kogarah Bay, with links to the water

•

Valley picnic areas. Restricted access regeneration

12 Carss’ cottage. Determine “highest and best use”
of the building and setting. Consider possible

•

support habitat values

•

provide information and interpretation

•

provide legitimate and controlled access,
and prevent harmful use.
VIEW C – CREEK AND FORESHORE ‘RENATURALISED’

adaptations to create a hire-able function and
conference facility.

Illustration 9
Area change sketches
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4 What the park might feel like in, say, 20 years time?

Illustration 10
Looking west over
the baths – before
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4 What the park might feel like in, say, 20 years time?

Illustration 11
Looking west over the
baths – proposed
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4 What the park might feel like in, say, 20 years time?

Illustration 12a
[Top]
Section AA
Valley

Illustration 12B
[Bottom]
Section BB
Toilet
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4 What the park might feel like in, say, 20 years time?

Illustration 13a
[Top]
Section CC
Mangrove

Illustration 13B
[Bottom]
Section DD
Promenade and harbour
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4 What the park might feel like in, say, 20 years time?

4.3

Details

TABLE 2: Details

The following table sets out a range of fixtures and

Item

Materials/Finishes

Reason

finishes to be applied throughout the park, with the

PAVEMENTS, BOARDWALK AND JETTIES

reasons behind their selections.

Paths generally and
small areas

Reinforced concrete, lightly polished surface,
no tooled margins, sawn joints.
Coloured – Abilox, Riverblend Beige, 4.15%,
grey cement.

Strong, reasonable cost, continuity
of supply, polishing allows
integration of new and old and
acceptable appearance in repairs.

Emphasis areas
of pavement –
for example, Baths
Promenade West

Crazy pattern sandstone, with ordered edges.
Base to detailed design determination.
Material to be selected
for durability and patterning.

Extension of Sydney coastal
sandstone theme established in
heritage structures of the park;
continuity of style.

Jetties, boardwalk/
platform

Plantation-grown Australian hardwood surface
and frame.

Coastal reference and character,
durability in maritime setting.

Seats Type 1

Pre-cast concrete, equal to Denliz range,
some elements painted with specialised
coatings. In some cases fitted with hardwood
upper seating.

Durability, light-hearted, whimsical
appearance suited to foreshore
setting, dual use as minor retaining
structures in some cases.

Seats Type 2

Marine grade aluminium and hardwood
benches, equal to Adshel Town & Park SSD
Metro Seat, Timber. Paint finish – Harold (Dulux).

Handsome, robust, comfortable,
continuity of supply.

Tables and
platforms

Marine grade aluminium and hardwood
benches, equal to Adshel Town & Park Table
Seat TSSD Metro, Timber Adshel Town & Park
TSE City Wheelchair Access Table Setting,
Timber. Paint finish – Harold (Dulux).

Handsome, robust, comfortable,
continuity of supply, accessible.

Bike racks

Marine grade galvanised steel, equal to
Botton & Gardiner PBR.08.FX.

Handsome, robust, continuity of
supply.

Bubblers

Stainless steel. Botton & Gardiner
Prospect Drinking Fountain and dog bowl
PDF.316SSDB.

Robust, accessible.

FURNITURE

PLAYGROUND AND EXERCISE EQUIPMENT
Generally subject to determination at detailed design stage – examples indicative only

20

Play

Play rope climbing net for central, landmark
piece.

Popular, robust, iconic appearance

Outdoor gym
equipment

Forpark.

Quality, reasonable cost.
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4 What the park might feel like in, say, 20 years time?

Item

Materials/Finishes

Reason

Item

LIGHTING
Path and area
lighting

Bega 8200 Pole top with adjustable angle,
asymmetrical distribution, 5.5m poles,
at approximately 15m centres for P2.
To detailed design determination.

Building lighting

To detailed design determination.

Robust, handsome, continuity of
supply, low energy requirement, low
light spill.

Regeneration areas

Foreshore planting

Cost efficient, not a rigid barrier
appearance, can be personalised
by residents with planting.
To complement heritage values.

Balustrades and
handrails

Marine grade aluminium or marine grade
galvanised steel to detailed design.

Durability.

Exclusion fences to
regeneration areas

1200mm high galvanised chainwire with
shade cloth.

Excludes other than maintenance
access; shade cloth to prevent seed
drift.

Vehicle barriers

Salvaged logs; Denliz pre-cast in more
defined areas.

Habitat, uses available resources;
continuity with use elsewhere, dual
function as seats.

Regulatory

genetic material

Pre-cast concrete, equal to Denliz range,
Sphere model.

To detailed design determination,
relate to adjacent landscape structures

Naturalising the intertidal and

sources generally. In hardest conditions

immediately on-shore areas

use what thrives as long as it is not an

desirable, but severe conditions

invasive weed.

may necessitate a wider

General terrestrial

Native material from provenance specific

Conservation of indigenous genetic

park planting

sources generally. Duplicate likely plant

material, variety and taxonomic/

associations, including littoral rainforest.

ecological interest.

Park identification

To detail design – consider a consistent family

Make signage and identification and

and directory

of signage for parks around Kogarah Bay.

image generally specifically related

SIGNAGE

to landscape.
LGA-wide standards.

Consistency in legalistic application
of signage.

BUILDINGS

Durability, light-hearted, whimsical
appearance suited to foreshore
setting, dual use as seats.

Toilet

Form partly integrated into sloping ground;

Architecturally positive result,

masonry walls; radical approach to natural

energy conservation.

ventilation; open washing areas; solar panels.
General Shelters

Random coursed squared sandstone gravity
walls or veneer on other
sub-structure where appropriate.

Native material from provenance specific

planting palette.

WALLS

Free standing walls

Conservation of indigenous

only provenance specific materials as
techniques.

To Torrens Street and Park Street properties –
galvanised and vinyl coated chainwire.
To Carss’ Cottage – fabricated steel palisade
to detailed design or timber to historical
evidence.

Retaining walls

Minimal use of propagated material, using
required. Generally rely on bush regeneration

FENCES AND BARRIERS

Bollards

Reason

PLANTS

Accent lighting

Boundary fences

Materials/Finishes

Extension of Sydney coastal
sandstone theme established in
heritage structures of the park;
continuity of style.

Landmark, multi-purpose gable marquee,

Rationalised system for

Mulgrave. Woodland Grey roof, hot-dipped

construction/fabrication and

galavanised and marine coated ports.

maintenance.

Up-grade fixings to 316 stainless steel.

Integration of buildings and other
elements, with the park landscape.

Baths Promenade

Sandstone columns, timber structural

Extension of Sydney coastal

West, Pavilions

members.

sandstone theme established in
heritage structures of the park.

or buildings.
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4 What the park might feel like in, say, 20 years time?

4.4 	Management

Regeneration and maintenance

Fire

Special events

of native vegetation

Resident ranger

Since there is a lot of volatile vegetation on and

Clear criteria should be developed and applied for

The strategy supporting the objective of rehabilitation

surrounding the park, a thorough appraisal by a fire

events in the park. Public consultation for this plan

Having a resident ranger seems to be clearly

and protection of the native vegetation on the site and

expert should inform the detail planning of the park.

suggests that the community is in favour of cultural

advantageous for the park.

to the north is to reduce weed invasion of the bush

Since a separate recommendation of this report is to
remove the current residence (from above the former
First Aid station), alternative on-site accommodation
needs to be identified if a resident ranger is to continue.
Two sites are recommended for a new building to
house the ranger. One is in the form of an annex to the
west of the life saving pavilion, and the other is the site
of the toilet block which is proposed for demolition,
north of the playground. The former is preferred
because it places the ranger in a position where there
is good surveillance over the core of the park, but
where the residence is also close to a public road –
which means better safety for the resident ranger and

areas adjacent, and to use the existing trees within the
mowed areas as a seed source for the re-introduction

There needs to continue to be restrictive devices at

of the naturally occurring associations into those areas.

the perimeter of the park which prevent illicit vehicle

Management of the works associated with the strategy

entry. Gate control and an adequate pavement are

Building and other facility maintenance

will need to make judgements about where exclusion

needed for access to the existing café. Other than

Council has an established asset management policy:

fencing should be located, including moving it as

that provision, service vehicles, ambulances, fire

there needs to be specific consideration of the assets

re-generation proceeds.

tenders and the like would have special permission or

of Carss Bush Park in the context of this policy.

Best practice techniques for bushland management will

emergency access and would use grassed surfaces.

need to be applied, and these should generally take

in favour of anything occupying the park which has a
primarily commercial quality.

Café and surrounds

Hiring facilities

A number of physical changes around the café are

unusual ‘work-in-progress’ appearance. There should

The use of the café for certain events beyond the

proposed in this report: the management of the facility

be temporary signs erected at strategic positions to

usual dining function is possible under the terms of

is, however, subject to the lease arrangements and,

explain the intent and the procedures of the work.

the lease and such occasions are undertaken or not

as no complaints about the management have been

on a commercial basis. Some of these terms should

heard, it is proposed that the status quo be kept.

precedence over other demands, even if the result is an

a lesser need for private vehicles to enter the park.

Access to water areas

be reviewed to support the viability of the café – the

Permissible activities

Water is accessible along the entire foreshore of the

ability to play music to a nominated volume and to a

Response to rising sea levels

park, even if impeded at present by the upstanding

maximum time at night, is an example.

The master plan proposes a number of physical

sea wall and the pool fence to the west and east of the

Carss Cottage would potentially be a very attractive

developments around the shoreline of the park which

baths. It is recommended that the preferable way of

hire facility, if certain modifications were made. The

ensuring reasonable safety in the context of this water

proposition of the cottage being occasionally used

access is to implement safe design practices. These

as a venue for certain events should be the subject

will include locating higher use areas where they have

of a feasibility study. The cottage and grounds would

surveillance over the water, using low gradients on the

need to remain publicly accessible for the most part,

inter-tidal shores, clearing places where people may fall

but when hired the site should attract substantial fees,

of dangerous rocks and the like, and providing places

which could be directed back to the maintenance and

which give access to the water in such a way that the

development of the park.

Council observes by-laws concerning the uses to
which parks can be put. The laws should be applied
to Carss Bush Park in a straightforward manner so that
there is continuity across the local government area.
Site-specific modifications to such rules should be
minimal. These would include signs at the major entries
addressing protocols for bike riding, barbecuing,
vehicle access, swimming and fishing. To the maximum
extent possible, the design of facilities within the park
should be such that they are self-regulating, and text
signs should not occur.

22

and community events, such as Australia Day, and less

Vehicles in the park

are specifically about preparing for the impacts of sea
level rise. In the coming decades, park management
will need to deal with increased destructive forces
affecting sea walls, increased salt water breaching the
shore (as water and as spray), the effects of a rising
water table on vegetation, and changing sand and silt
deposition along the shores and into the baths.

desire to interact with it is satisfied.
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4 What the park might feel like in, say, 20 years time?

Improved infrastructure

Illustration 14

A large stage and supporting facilities is set up

Sub-projects

in Carss Bush Park each year for Australia Day
celebrations. Council has given consideration to
making a permanent facility for this function, in
approximately the same location which houses the
temporary arrangements. This is not supported in
this master plan, because,
•

A permanent stage and supporting facilities
would negatively affect a particularly scenic and
historically important part of the park

•

The type of flooring required for the performers
would deteriorate rapidly in an outdoor setting

•

Such facilities tend to become technologically
out-dated quickly, becoming, as a result,
a white elephant.

The master plan does, however, support an electrical
infrastructure upgrade for the park, with consideration
among other things, of provision of suitable levels
of power to the stage area to support the activities,
without the need for dangerous runs of electrical leads
in exposed locations.
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5 A plan for action
5.1 	An approach to
implementing the
master plan proposals

5.2

5.4 	Priorities

Priority 4, Beach Lawn.

The sub-projects are as shown on the relevant

The priorities in the table have been allocated for the

Being a central area and the ceremonial site for

diagram. Until funds are allocated following the

following reasons.

Australia Day, suggests a high priority for this area. It

People want action once a plan is adopted, but a

adoption of this plan, it is not possible to determine
priorities fully. If necessary, each sub-project can be

Priority 1, Beach Street Slopes

master plan is by definition a long-term blue print and,

regarding the residence/first aid station to ensure the

further, one that will almost inevitably change in some

further sub-divided to suit constraints at the time.

The need to resolve the issue of the location of the

details over time.

There are, however, some works which are more

new toilet block is fundamental to the operation of the

pressing than others. A suggested prioritisation up

park over the next decades. The extra components of

Priority 5, Bush/Park Interface. Since the degradation of

to twelve, and the reasons for allocating these

this sub-project will make this section of the park more

the bushland area is a process of attrition, it is desirable

priorities is given in the relevant table.

popular and will ease pressures elsewhere.

to bring the regenerative works forward so that the

defined. These can be implemented separately, and

5.3 	Budgets

Priority 2, Baths West Promenade

the definition of the projects has attempted to minimise

The relevant table shows budgets to each of the

redundant works. There is a range of projects from

sub-projects. The amounts reflect each project

minimal to major cost, and from minor preparation and

occurring individually – economies of scale would

approval status to complex planning, design

occur if more than one sub-project was undertaken

and approval processes.

simultaneously. Further, each sub-project budget

To show faith with the people who have contributed

includes 10% Preliminaries, 12% Design and Project

to the plan, early works should proceed as soon as

Management fees, and 20% Design and Construction

possible and these first projects should be publicised

Contingency. More detailed budget calculations

generally and on site, and be placed in the context of

are included in the appendices.

The implementation strategy proposed has not been
developed with the knowledge of available funds
(rather, the master plan is a means of developing
budgets), so a range of sub-projects has been

the overall master plan framework.

Sub-projects

would also be desirable to finalise the arrangements
removal of the former and guard against it being put
into a low-grade expedient use.

imperceptible problem is not forgotten.

and Playground.
Because this area is central to the park, resolving
its layout early is also important to the longer term
operation of the spaces. The playground will need
upgrades in the short term also.
Priority 3, Kogarah Bay Edge
The condition of the infrastructure in this area of
the park is very poor, due in part to the high levels
of environmental exposure, and so the need for
replacement and upgrading is relatively urgent. These
works will also encourage more use of this area, again
taking pressure off the traditionally heavy use sections
of the park.
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5 A plan for action

TABLE 3: Sub-projects and budgets

l

Number on
Master Plan

Name

Budget

1

Western Carpark

$660,000

2

Bush/Park Interface

$240,000

3

Western Valley

$615,000

4

Café Area

$130,000

5

West Baths Promenade and Playground

$1,435,000

6

Shoreline Restoration

$1,430,000

7

Beach Street Slopes

$1,405,000

1

8

Beach Lawn

$560,000

4

9

Carwar Street

$325,000

10

Baths and North and East Paths

$600,000

11

Carss Cottage Precinct

$335,000

12

Kogarah Bay Edge

$415,000

Kogarah City Council

l

Carss Bush Park

l

Knox & Partners Landscape Architects

Priority

5

2

3

l

April 2011

l
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Appendix: detailed budgets
KNOX & PARTNERS LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTS PTY LTD

KNOX & PARTNERS LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTS PTY LTD

ABN 28 003 472 339

ABN 28 003 472 339

Kogarah City Council
CARSS BUSH PARK LANDSCAPE MASTER PLAN

Kogarah City Council
CARSS BUSH PARK LANDSCAPE MASTER PLAN

Opinion of Probable Cost

Opinion of Probable Cost

Sub-Project 1 April 2011

ITEM

DESCRIPTION

1 Siteworks
- Temporary fencing
- Clearing
- Construction Signage
- Traffic management
- Adjustment of all services to allow for works / potholing.
2 Demolition/Earthworks
Demolish and remove - Part paths and vehicular pavement
Trim to sub-base levels
Base course

Summary of Sub Projects

QTY

UNIT

RATE $

TOTAL $

1

item

3,000

3,000

ITEM

DESCRIPTION

QTY

UNIT

RATE $

TOTAL $

1 Western Carpark

660,158

2 Bush/Park Interface

236,146

3 Western Valley

612,446

4 Café Area

129,717

5 West Baths Promenade and Playground

1,433,490

6 Shoreline Restoration

1,429,230

7 Beach Street Slopes

1,403,386

1
2,500
2,500

item
m2
m2

3,000
10
20

3,000
25,000
50,000

1
1

item
item

3,000
20,000

3,000
20,000

1
350

item
lm

2,000
150

2,000
52,500

10 Baths and North and East Paths

598,033

5 Asphalt Works
AC 10 (assume 50% of total)

11 Carss Cottage Precinct

330,860

2,500

m2

100

250,000

12 Kogarah Bay Edge

413,788

6 Softworks
- Weeding and regeneration works for one year
- Fencing and associated works around habitat trees
- Soilworks and planting

1200
1
500

m2
item
m2

5
2,000
50

6,000
2,000
25,000

7 Furnishings
- Benches

2

each

1,200

2,400

8 Signage
- Interpretive,regulatory and directional signs

1

item

6,000

6,000

9 Lighting and Electical
- Area lighting

1

item

15,000

15,000

3 Stormwater Drainage
- Soakage pits/path crossings
- Works to main stormwater carrier
4 Concrete Works
- Miscellaneous footings to lights, signs etc
- Kerb and gutter

SUB-TOTAL

556,356

9 Carwar Street

321,204

TOTAL

8,124,814

Exclusions
- GST
- Statutory Charges

464,900

10 - Preliminaries 10%

46,490

11 - Design Fees/ Project Management 12%

55,788

12 - Design and Construction Contingency 20%

92,980

TOTAL

8 Beach Lawn

660,158

Exclusions
- GST
- Statutory Charges
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Appendix: detailed budgets

KNOX & PARTNERS LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTS PTY LTD

KNOX & PARTNERS LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTS PTY LTD

ABN 28 003 472 339

ABN 28 003 472 339

Kogarah City Council
CARSS BUSH PARK LANDSCAPE MASTER PLAN

Opinion of Probable Cost

Kogarah City Council
CARSS BUSH PARK LANDSCAPE MASTER PLAN

Opinion of Probable Cost

Sub-Project 2 April 2011

ITEM

DESCRIPTION

1 Siteworks
- Temporary fencing
- Clearing
- Construction Signage
- Traffic management
- Adjustment of all services to allow for works / potholing.
2 Demolition/Earthworks
Demolish and remove - Part paths
- Existing toilet building
Trim to sub-base levels
Base course

Sub-Project 3 April 2011

QTY

UNIT

RATE $

TOTAL $

1

item

3,000

3,000

ITEM

1 Siteworks
- Temporary fencing
- Clearing
- Construction Signage
- Traffic management
- Adjustment of all services to allow for works / potholing.
2 Demolition/Earthworks
Demolish and remove - Paths
Trim to sub-base levels
Base course

QTY

UNIT

RATE $

TOTAL $

1

item

6,000

6,000

1
750
750

item
m2
m2

3,000
10
20

3,000
7,500
15,000

1
1

item
item

3,000
20,000

3,000
20,000

750

m2

120

90,000

1

item

5,000

5,000

1000
8
2000
1

m2
each
m2
item

80
1,200
15
4,000

80,000
9,600
30,000
4,000

2
6
3
4
3

each
each
each
each
each

1,200
3,000
600
20,000
10,000

2,400
18,000
1,800
80,000
30,000

1
1
600
600

item
item
m2
m2

3,000
20,000
10
20

3,000
20,000
6,000
12,000

3 Stormwater Drainage
- Soakage pits/path crossings

1

item

3,000

3,000

3 Stormwater Drainage
- Soakage pits
- Works to main stormwater carrier

4 Concrete Works
- Miscellaneous footings to lights, signs etc

1

item

2,000

2,000

4 Concrete Works
- Reinforced concrete pedestrian pavement

600

m2

100

60,000

1

item

2,000

2,000

6500
1

m2
item

5
4,000

32,500
4,000

8 Furnishings
- Benches

4

each

1,200

4,800

9 Signage
- Interpretive,regulatory and directional signs

1

item

6,000

6,000

7 Furnishings
- Benches
- Tables and benches
- Bins
- Shelters
- Barbecues

1

item

8,000

8,000

8 Signage
- Interpretive,regulatory and directional signs

1

item

6,000

6,000

9 Lighting and Electical
- Area lighting

1

item

20,000

20,000

5 Asphalt Works
AC 10
6 Building Works and Miscellaneous Services
- Allowance for adjustment of services
7 Softworks
- Weeding and regeneration works for one year
- Fencing and associated works around habitat trees

10 Lighting and Electical
- Area lighting
SUB-TOTAL

5 Building Works and Miscellaneous Services
- Allowance for adjustment of services
6 Softworks
- Soilworks and planting
- Specimen trees
- Grassing
- Fencing and associated works around habitat trees

166,300

11 - Preliminaries 10%

16,630

12 - Design Fees/ Project Management 12%

19,956

13 - Design and Construction Contingency 20%

33,260

TOTAL

SUB-TOTAL

236,146

Exclusions
- GST
- Statutory Charges

l

DESCRIPTION

Kogarah City Council

431,300

10 - Preliminaries 10%

43,130

11 - Design Fees/ Project Management 12%

51,756

12 - Design and Construction Contingency 20%

86,260

TOTAL

612,446

Exclusions
- GST
- Statutory Charges
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KNOX & PARTNERS LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTS PTY LTD

KNOX & PARTNERS LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTS PTY LTD

ABN 28 003 472 339

ABN 28 003 472 339

Kogarah City Council
CARSS BUSH PARK LANDSCAPE MASTER PLAN

Kogarah City Council
CARSS BUSH PARK LANDSCAPE MASTER PLAN

Opinion of Probable Cost

Opinion of Probable Cost

Sub-Project 4 April 2011

ITEM

DESCRIPTION

1 Siteworks
- Temporary fencing
- Clearing
- Construction Signage
- Traffic management
- Adjustment of all services to allow for works / potholing.

Sub-Project 5 April 2011

QTY

UNIT

RATE $

TOTAL $

1

item

4,000

4,000

1
90
90

item
m2
m2

3,000
10
20

3,000
900
1,800

3 Stormwater Drainage
- Drainage to paved areas

1

item

3,000

3,000

4 Concrete Works
- Reinforced concrete pedestrian pavement
- Reinforced concrete walls

90
20

m2
m2face

120
600

10,800
12,000

5 Masonry Construction/Stonework
- Screening to service yard

50

m2face

600

30,000

6 Building Works and Miscellaneous Services
- Allowance for adjustment of services
- Covered area to café foreground - at proprietor's cost

1
0

item
0

2,000
0

2,000
0

7 Softworks
- Soilworks and planting
- Specimen trees
- Grassing

50
8
50

m2
each
m2

80
1,200
15

4,000
9,600
750

8 Furnishings
- Benches
- Bins

2
1

each
each

1,200
600

2,400
600

9 Signage
- Interpretive,regulatory and directional signs

1

item

1,500

1,500

1

item

5,000

5,000

SUB-TOTAL

QTY

UNIT

RATE $

TOTAL $

1

item

6,000

6,000

1
1
1,200
1,200

item
item
m2
m2

4,000
6,000
10
20

4,000
6,000
12,000
24,000

1
1

item
item

3,000
6,000

3,000
6,000

4 Concrete Works
- Miscellaneous footings, lights, furniture, play equipment
- Reinforced concrete pedestrian pavement
- Reinforced concrete walls, playground and west side of baths
- Pre-cast elements to stone sea wall extension
- Reinforced concrete base to stone pavement

1
700
40
1
500

item
m2
m2face
item
m2

5,000
120
600
12,000
75

5,000
84,000
24,000
12,000
37,500

5 Masonry Construction/Stonework
- Height increase and extension to existing baths wall
- Stone pavement

90
500

lm
m2

600
150

54,000
75,000

6 Building Works and Miscellaneous Services
- Allowance for adjustment of services
- Playground soft fall areas
- Playground equipment
- Pavilions

1
800
1
2

item
m2
item
each

2,000
150
150,000
70,000

2,000
120,000
150,000
140,000

7 Softworks
- Soilworks and planting
- Specimen trees
- Grassing

800
8
5000

m2
each
m2

80
1,200
15

64,000
9,600
75,000

8 Furnishings
- Benches
- Tables and benches
- Bins
- Shelters

4
2
1
2

each
each
each
each

1,200
3,000
600
20,000

4,800
6,000
600
40,000

9 Signage
- Interpretive,regulatory and directional signs

1

item

5,000

5,000

1

item

40,000

40,000

2 Demolition/Earthworks
Demolish and remove - Part playground
- Paths and shelter
Trim to sub-base levels
Base course

91,350

11 - Preliminaries 10%

9,135

12 - Design Fees/ Project Management 12%

10,962

13 - Design and Construction Contingency 20%
TOTAL

18,270
129,717

Exclusions
- GST
- Statutory Charges

DESCRIPTION

1 Siteworks
- Temporary fencing
- Clearing
- Construction Signage
- Traffic management
- Adjustment of all services to allow for works / potholing.

2 Demolition/Earthworks
Demolish and remove - Paths
Trim to sub-base levels
Base course

10 Lighting and Electical
- Area lighting

ITEM

3 Stormwater Drainage
- Soakage pits
- Drainage to new playground

10 Lighting and Electical
- Area lighting
SUB-TOTAL

1,009,500

11 - Preliminaries 10%

100,950

12 - Design Fees/ Project Management 12%

121,140

13 - Design and Construction Contingency 20%

201,900

TOTAL

1,433,490

Exclusions
- GST
- Statutory Charges
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KNOX & PARTNERS LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTS PTY LTD

KNOX & PARTNERS LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTS PTY LTD

ABN 28 003 472 339

ABN 28 003 472 339

Kogarah City Council
CARSS BUSH PARK LANDSCAPE MASTER PLAN

Kogarah City Council
CARSS BUSH PARK LANDSCAPE MASTER PLAN

Opinion of Probable Cost

Opinion of Probable Cost

Sub-Project 6 April 2011

ITEM

DESCRIPTION

Sub-Project 7 April 2011

QTY

UNIT

RATE $

TOTAL $

1

item

6,000

6,000

1

item

30,000

30,000

1
3,000
250
250

item
m3
m2
m2

15,000
75
10
20

15,000
225,000
2,500
5,000

1

item

3,000

3,000

4 Concrete Works
- Miscellaneous footings, lights, furniture
- Reinforced concrete pedestrian pavement
- Reinforced concrete stair to water level
- Pre-cast elements to stone wall extension
- Concrete works to baths wall extension
- Reinforced concrete base to stone pavement

1
0
1
1
1
200

item
m2
item
item
item
m2

2,000
120
12,000
20,000
80,000
75

2,000
0
12,000
20,000
80,000
15,000

5 Masonry Construction/Stonework
- Height increase and extension to existing baths wall
- Boulder placement to new shoreline areas
- Stone pavement

100
1
200

lm
item
m2

600
30,000
150

60,000
30,000
30,000

1
1

item
item

2,000
300,000

2,000
300,000

1500
8
1000

m2
each
m2

80
1,200
15

120,000
9,600
15,000

1 Siteworks
- Temporary fencing
- Clearing
- Construction Signage
- Traffic management
- Adjustment of all services to allow for works / potholing.
- Protective marine works
2 Demolition/Earthworks
Demolish and remove - Part section of existing sea wall
- Excavate area behind sea wall
Trim to sub-base levels
Base course
3 Stormwater Drainage
- Soakage pits

6 Miscellaneous Services and Building Works
- Allowance for adjustment of services
- Re-connect and repair baths netting
7 Softworks
- Soilworks and planting
- Specimen trees
- Grassing
8 Timber Work
- Boardwalk connection to proposed bridge

0

m

600

0

9 Furnishings
- Benches
- Tables and benches
- Bins

4
2
1

each
each
each

1,200
3,000
600

4,800
6,000
600

10 Signage
- Interpretive,regulatory and directional signs

1

item

3,000

3,000

11 Lighting and Electical
- Area lighting

1

item

10,000

10,000

SUB-TOTAL

2

ITEM

100,650

13 - Design Fees/ Project Management 12%

120,780

14 - Design and Construction Contingency 20%
TOTAL

QTY

UNIT

RATE $

TOTAL $

1

item

6,000

6,000

1
1,500
1
950
950

item
m3
item
m2
m2

4,000
75
5,000
10
20

4,000
112,500
5,000
9,500
19,000

1

item

3,000

3,000

4 Concrete Works
- Miscellaneous footings, lights, furniture
- Reinforced concrete pedestrian pavement
- Abutments to new bridge

1
950
1

item
m2
item

2,000
120
4,000

2,000
114,000
4,000

5 Masonry Construction
- Retaining wall associated with toilet building

50

m2

600

30,000

6 Miscellaneous Services and Building Works
- Allowance for adjustment of services
- New toilet/washing facility
- New fencing/balustrade to canal edge (south side only)

1
1
200

item
item
lm

2,000
300,000
250

2,000
300,000
50,000

3000
8
2000

m2
each
m2

50
1,200
15

150,000
9,600
30,000

1

item

20,000

20,000

2
6
8
4
150
1

each
each
each
each
lm
each

800
1,200
3,000
600
150
20,000

1,600
7,200
24,000
2,400
22,500
20,000

10 Signage
- Interpretive,regulatory and directional signs

1

item

10,000

10,000

11 Lighting and Electical
- Area lighting

1

item

30,000

30,000

1 Siteworks
- Temporary fencing
- Clearing
- Construction Signage
- Traffic management
- Adjustment of all services to allow for works / potholing.
2 Demolition/Earthworks
Demolish and remove - Part areas of pavement and planting
Cut and fill along canal and to toilet building site
Adjust canal walls and lid near bridge
Trim to sub-base levels
Base course
3 Stormwater Drainage
- Soakage pits associated with shelter

7 Softworks
- Soilworks and planting - broadscale
- Specimen trees
- Grassing
8 Timber Work
- New bridge crossing of canal
9 Furnishings
- Bike racks
- Benches
- Tables and benches
- Bins
- Fencing to Beach Street property
- Shelter pavilion

SUB-TOTAL

1,006,500

12 - Preliminaries 10%

201,300
1,429,230

Kogarah City Council

988,300

12 - Preliminaries 10%

98,830

13 - Design Fees/ Project Management 12%

118,596

14 - Design and Construction Contingency 20%

197,660

TOTAL

Exclusions
- GST
- Statutory Charges

l

DESCRIPTION

1,403,386

Exclusions
- GST
- Statutory Charges

l
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l

Knox & Partners Landscape Architects

l
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l
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Kogarah City Council
CARSS BUSH PARK LANDSCAPE MASTER PLAN

Kogarah City Council
CARSS BUSH PARK LANDSCAPE MASTER PLAN

Opinion of Probable Cost

Opinion of Probable Cost

Sub-Project 8 April 2011

ITEM

DESCRIPTION

1 Siteworks
- Temporary fencing
- Clearing
- Construction Signage
- Traffic management
- Adjustment of all services to allow for works / potholing.
2 Demolition/Earthworks
Demolish and remove - Part areas of pavement and planting
- Upper (residence) level of building
Trim to sub-base levels
Base course

Sub-Project 9 April 2011

QTY

UNIT

RATE $

TOTAL $

1

item

6,000

6,000

DESCRIPTION

QTY

UNIT

RATE $

TOTAL $

1

item

6,000

6,000

1
600
600

item
m2
m2

4,000
10
20

4,000
6,000
12,000

1

item

3,000

3,000

4 Asphalt Works to New Parking Places
AC10 to new areas

500

m2

100

50,000

5 Concrete Works
- Kerb and gutter
- Miscellaneous footings, lights, furniture
- Reinforced concrete pedestrian pavement

150
1
100

lm
item
m2

160
2,000
120

24,000
2,000
12,000

6 Masonry Construction
- Stonework details at entrance

1

item

15,000

15,000

7 Miscellaneous Services
- Allowance for adjustment

1

item

2,000

2,000

200
5
100

m2
each
m2

80
500
15

16,000
2,500
1,500

2
2
2
1

each
each
each
item

800
1,200
600
20,000

1,600
2,400
1,200
20,000

1 Siteworks
- Temporary fencing
- Clearing
- Construction Signage
- Traffic management
- Adjustment of all services to allow for works / potholing.
2 Demolition/Earthworks
Demolish and remove - Part areas of pavement and planting
Trim to sub-base levels
Base course

1
1
200
200

item
item
m2
m2

4,000
30,000
10
20

4,000
30,000
2,000
4,000

1

item

3,000

3,000

1
200

item
m2

2,000
120

2,000
24,000

5 Masonry Construction
- Freestanding and retaining walls associated with raised platform

1

item

30,000

30,000

6 Miscellaneous Services and Building Adjustments
- Allowance for adjustment of services
- Repair and re-roof first aid building

1
1

item
item

2,000
80,000

2,000
80,000

7 Softworks
- Soilworks and planting
- Specimen trees
- Grassing

150
5
100

m2
each
m2

80
500
15

12,000
2,500
1,500

8 Timber Work
- Raised platform, including sub-structure and balustrades

150

m2

800

120,000

1
4
2

each
each
each

800
1,200
600

800
4,800
1,200

10 Signage
- Interpretive,regulatory and directional signs

1

item

2,000

2,000

10 Signage
- Interpretive,regulatory and directional signs

1

item

10,000

10,000

11 Lighting and Electical
- Street lighting and pedestrian area lighting

1

item

60,000

60,000

11 Lighting and Electical
- Street lighting and pedestrian area lighting

1

item

35,000

35,000

3 Stormwater Drainage
- Adjust road drainage, adapt building drainage
4 Concrete Works
- Miscellaneous footings, lights, furniture
- Reinforced concrete pedestrian pavement

9 Furnishings
- Bike racks
- Benches
- Bins

SUB-TOTAL

391,800

3 Stormwater Drainage
- Adjust road drainage as necessary

8 Softworks
- Soilworks and planting
- Specimen trees
- Grassing
9 Furnishings
- Bike racks
- Benches
- Bins
- Bollards, fencing and gates

SUB-TOTAL

226,200

12 - Preliminaries 10%

39,180

12 - Preliminaries 10%

22,620

13 - Design Fees/ Project Management 12%

47,016

13 - Design Fees/ Project Management 12%

27,144

14 - Design and Construction Contingency 20%

78,360

14 - Design and Construction Contingency 20%

45,240

TOTAL

556,356

TOTAL

321,204

Exclusions
- GST
- Statutory Charges

Exclusions
- GST
- Statutory Charges
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KNOX & PARTNERS LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTS PTY LTD
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ABN 28 003 472 339

Kogarah City Council
CARSS BUSH PARK LANDSCAPE MASTER PLAN

Opinion of Probable Cost

Kogarah City Council
CARSS BUSH PARK LANDSCAPE MASTER PLAN

Opinion of Probable Cost

Sub-Project 10 April 2011

ITEM

DESCRIPTION

1 Siteworks
- Temporary fencing
- Clearing
- Construction Signage
- Traffic management
- Adjustment of all services to allow for works / potholing.
2 Demolition/Earthworks
Demolish and remove - Existing paths and fence
Trim to base levels
Base course

Sub-Project 11 April 2011

QTY

UNIT

RATE $

TOTAL $

1

item

4,000

4,000

ITEM

QTY

UNIT

RATE $

TOTAL $

1

item

4,000

4,000

1
500
500

item
m3
m2

1,500
50
10

1,500
25,000
5,000

1

item

5,000

5,000

4 Concrete Works
- Reinforced concrete base to paths and paved areas
- Footings to walls
- Miscellaneous footings, lights, fence posts

100
0
1

m2
lm
item

70
150
4,000

7,000
0
4,000

5 Masonry Construction/Stonework
- Retaining walls
- Stone pavement

30
100

m2face
m2

800
150

24,000
15,000

1
1

item
item

2,000
50,000

2,000
50,000

70
10
300

m2
each
m2

80
500
15

5,600
5,000
4,500

8 Timber Work
- Perimeter fence and gates

0

lm

300

0

9 Furnishings
- Bike racks
- Benches
- Tables and benches
- Bins

2
4
4
2

each
each
each
each

500
300
3,000
600

1,000
1,200
12,000
1,200

1 Siteworks
- Temporary fencing
- Clearing
- Construction Signage
- Traffic management
- Adjustment of all services to allow for works / potholing.

1
850
850

item
m2
m2

3,000
10
20

3,000
8,500
17,000

2 Demolition/Earthworks
Demolish and remove - Minor structures only
- Fill to base level (imported)
- Trim to base levels

1

item

1,500

1,500

3 Stormwater Drainage
- Inlets, pipes, sub-soil

4 Concrete Works
- Reinforced concrete paths, coloured, broom finish
- Miscellaneous footings, lights, furniture
- Precast elements to stone wall extension

850
1
1

m2
item
item

120
2,000
12,000

102,000
2,000
12,000

5 Masonry Construction
- Height increase to existing sea wall

150

lm

600

90,000

1

item

2,000

2,000

250
10
250

m2
each
m2

80
500
15

20,000
5,000
3,750

8 Baths Water Management
- Determination of detailed management strategy
- First stage works - dredging, detail clearance at base of walls

1
1

item
item

15,000
50,000

15,000
50,000

9 Furnishings
- Bike racks
- Benches
- Tables and benches
- Bins

2
8
1
2

each
each
each
each

800
1,200
3,000
600

1,600
9,600
3,000
1,200

10 Signage
- Interpretive,regulatory and directional signs

1

item

10,000

10,000

11 Lighting and Electical
- Area lighting

10 Signage
- Interpretive,regulatory and directional signs

1

item

10,000

10,000

1

item

60,000

60,000

11 Lighting and Electical
- Area and effect lighting

1

item

50,000

50,000

3 Stormwater Drainage
- Discharge points through new wall

6 Miscellaneous Services
- Allowance for adjustment
7 Softworks
- Soilworks and planting
- Specimen trees
- Grassing

SUB-TOTAL

6 Miscellaneous Services and Building Modifications
- Allowance for adjustment
- Up-grade to toilet facilities
7 Softworks
- Soilworks and planting
- Specimen trees
- Grassing

421,150

12 - Preliminaries 10%

42,115

13 - Design Fees/ Project Management 12%

50,538

14 - Design and Construction Contingency 20%

84,230

TOTAL

SUB-TOTAL

598,033

Kogarah City Council

233,000

12 - Preliminaries 10%

23,300

13 - Design Fees/ Project Management 12%

27,960

14 - Design and Construction Contingency 20%

46,600

TOTAL

Exclusions
- GST
- Statutory Charges

l

DESCRIPTION

330,860

Exclusions
- GST
- Statutory Charges

l

Carss Bush Park

l

Knox & Partners Landscape Architects

l

April 2011

l
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KNOX & PARTNERS LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTS PTY LTD
ABN 28 003 472 339

Kogarah City Council
CARSS BUSH PARK LANDSCAPE MASTER PLAN

Opinion of Probable Cost
Sub-Project 12

ITEM

DESCRIPTION

April 2011

QTY

UNIT

RATE $

TOTAL $

1

item

4,000

4,000

270
1
300
1,000
2

m2
item
m3
m2
each

20
3,000
50
10
2,000

5,400
3,000
15,000
10,000
4,000

6

each

500

3,000

500
1
2

m2
item
each

100
3,000
6,000

50,000
3,000
12,000

1

item

2,000

2,000

500
10
800

m2
each
m2

80
500
15

40,000
5,000
12,000

7 Timber Work
- Fishing jetty

1

item

40,000

40,000

8 Furnishings
- Bollards
- Bike racks
- Benches
- Tables and benches
- Pre-cast seating settings
- Bins

8
2
4
4
2
4

each
each
each
each
each
each

800
500
300
3,000
10,000
600

6,400
1,000
1,200
12,000
20,000
2,400

9 Signage
- Interpretive,regulatory and directional signs

1

item

10,000

10,000

1

item

30,000

30,000

1 Siteworks
- Temporary fencing
- Clearing
- Construction Signage
- Traffic management
- Adjustment of all services to allow for works / potholing.
2 Demolition/Earthworks
Demolish and remove - Concrete path
- Furniture
- Fill to base level (imported)
- Trim to base levels
- Demolish panels in sea wall
3 Stormwater Drainage
- Inlets and path crossings
4 Concrete Works
- Reinforced concrete path
- Miscellaneous footings to bollards, etc
- Pre-cast fishing platforms
5 Miscellaneous Services
- Allowance for adjustment
6 Softworks
- Soilworks and planting
- Specimen trees
- Grassing

10 Lighting and Electrical
- Area lighting
SUB-TOTAL

291,400

11 - Preliminaries 10%

29,140

12 - Design Fees/ Project Management 12%

34,968

13 - Design and Construction Contingency 20%

58,280

TOTAL

413,788

Exclusions
- GST
- Statutory Charges
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